Bike Trial Sommercamp 2011.
At week 26, 27 and 28 it’s time for Trialaction Bike trial Summer Camp. Last year was the
first time we held the summer camp at Vejrumbro school near Viborg and it was so
successful that we dare to try again.
The playground will again be converted into one huge trial court, where there will both be
something for beginner and experienced to ride. We strive to find new obstacles so there
will be much new for those who have participated before. There will be lots of fun for
everyone, and probably much to look at for those who just want to be involved from the
sidelines.
The great connection we had last year, and the great approach that has been to the trial
sport the past year, are two reasons why we have chosen to have 3 camps. We have
received feedback from many who want to participate, but since there is maximum number
on how many can be on a week, we have chosen to hold 3 camps. There will be no
segregation between beginner and advanced this year, so you decide which week you
would like to participate.
If you do not have your own bike, but would you like to go to the camp, it is possible to rent
a bike for the 4 days. Price DKK. 300, - or €40,- + possible repairs.
Bike trial summer camp's purpose is, through great community to raise interest in bike trial
for both experienced and new riders. During the camp will focus on TRIAL as a sport and
teach both techniques as repair and maintenance of equipment as part of the sport. In
addition there will be lots of social events, where participants see the importance of unity,
cooperation and common experience towards new goals and challenges.
Camp starts on Wednesday 29th June, 6 July and 13 July at. 9.00, where there will be
delivery until at 12.00. Then parent’s ect. must leave the camp. Accommodation will be at
the school where we make dormitory in some classrooms, and there will be supervision by
an adult who also sleeps at the school. We will be consistent in order. We finish by
Saturday noon with lunch, where parents can participate for payment for "build-own
burger" on the grill, price DKK 50,- or €7 pr. pers., Drinks purchased separately. Advance
registration required, may be on the registration form not later than camp start.
Price for camp inc. all meals, plenty of concentrated trial, companionship and much more:
DKK 1198,- or €160,- pr. week. Money can be paid via home banking on account no. 7605
1334969 (BIG and SWIFT code required from abroad) with participant's name in the
reference, or paid in cash on arrival.
Enrollment will be first come first served "and will be recorded continuously. You can
register for the desired week as long as there are seats. Is the desired week fully booked,
you will be contacted if you wish to participate in a free week. There are max. 30 seats per.
week, but one week will be canceled with less than 20 signups.
See detailed program and list of participants at www.trialaction.dk under Bike Trial
Sommercamp the 2011. Here you can also obtain enrollment forms and see how many
seats are left on each week.
We look forward to seeing you.
Large trial greetings
Trial Action

